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Abstract: The airport terminal is a complex building composed of many functional subsystems
dimensioned to host passenger traffic, considering an appropriate level of service (LoS). The most
widely known method to assess the LoS and design the terminal areas is the Airport Development
Reference Manual by the International Air Transport Association (IATA). Based on this, a calculation
tool in Microsoft Excel® was implemented to assess the capacity and dimension of the facilities
for each functional subsystem of the terminal. The tool, composed of nine correlated spreadsheets,
is a useful model to design new structures, evaluate the LoS currently offered, plan interventions,
and face the new rules of passenger distancing due to the COVID-19 emergency. An international
airport terminal with 20 million/year including Schengen and extra-Schengen passengers was studied.
The LoS of the terminal subsystems was assessed and the areas needed for each subsystem were
calculated. In the analyzed case study, most subsystems (departure hall, check-in, boarding gates,
baggage claim, and arrival halls) were over-designed, according to the definition of the IATA LoS.
This means that available spaces for queues and holding are sufficiently large to easily face the new
rules of social distancing for passengers due to the recent COVID-19 emergency.

Keywords: landside capacity; level of service (LoS); functional subsystems requirements; facilities;
typical peak hour passenger (TPHP); COVID-19 emergency distancing rules

1. Introduction

The airport is a complex infrastructure composed of many functional subsystems that should
satisfy the expected traffic demand over time by means of an appropriate airport master planning
process. Studying airport capacity is commonly used to evaluate the suitability of each airport system
to the traffic demand.

The study of airport capacity is a useful tool to plan maintenance works or to assess the level
of service of functional subsystems both airside and landside. Of course, the development plan can
take place only by analyzing the influence of the forecast works on economic, logistics, and safety
issues [1] and analyzing the risk in the internal or surrounding areas in order to prevent and minimize
the mechanical, social, and economical consequences of accidents. Moreover, the strategies adopted to
increase airport capacity or manage the traffic demand for a given service level affect environmental
sustainability: air transport accounts around 10% of all transport energy consumption in the EU and is
responsible for approximately 15% of all CO2 emissions [2]. The increased emissions could be faced by
suitable airport organization [3]. Moreover, not only the increased air traffic, but also the increased
road traffic must be taken into account around the airport. Indeed, the variation in the total number of
passengers also means a revision of the access to the airport. Therefore, any modification of airport
capacity affects and depends on the environmental policy of airport operators and the social and
transport organization [4].
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Many studies have been published on airside capacity assessment to evaluate both the construction
of new infrastructures [5,6], the introduction of new operative procedures [7], and to plan the
maintenance work and the relative closure of some infrastructures [8–10]. Studies of airside capacity
can be conducted with empirical and analytical methods [11–13] or simulation software [6,7,14–17].
These methods have been studied for several years and currently, there are some very sophisticated
software products [18,19] that can give results very close to reality.

The landside capacity is as important as the airside capacity, indeed all the infrastructures in the
airport serve the aircraft operations, and therefore the subsystem with the lowest capacity defines the
final capacity of the whole airport.

Landside capacity is crucial in the event of a health crisis: in this period of managing COVID-19
infections, the restoration of air connections is subject to the possibility of maintaining the necessary
separation distance between passengers who must transit through the terminals. In this regard,
guidelines have been issued to manage passengers in airport terminals, both at a European level [20]
and in individual countries (in Italy, [21]). Of course, not only the health of the passengers must be
preserved. It is a specific task of the airport manager to safeguard the health of airport workers as well
as ensure adequate procedures and areas for the correct performance of the duties of each worker.

Some methods are available to evaluate the landside capacity. The main types are simulation
software [22] and empirical manuals [23,24]. Simulation models are widely used [25,26] and some
software are available such as CAST [27], FlexSIM [28] AirSIM [29], and AIRLAB [30]. These models
offer many and flexible opportunities to model queuing processes in many different scenarios, putting
the passengers at the center of such models. Indeed, they can analyze passenger flow and queuing
processes within airport terminals, allowing them to reproduce the operations of actual processes
including implicit variables such as human behavior and attitudes [31]. Simulation approaches have
been used to model every subsystem in the airport terminal and many studies can be found in the
literature [32–35].

Cost and time consumption are the disadvantages of simulation approaches: this is why they are
used in advanced phases of the project, when high calculation precision is required. They could be
crucial to study particular situations, for example, those related to COVID-19 emergency management
inside the airport terminal, even if current uncertainty about COVID-19 makes effective management
very difficult. Indeed, past airport experience and a productivity-oriented operations mindset are not
enough to understand the future development in the airport [36]. In the second group of available
methods to evaluate the landside capacity, the empirical manuals, there are few generally accepted
methods. The most widely used are the guidelines by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [37]
and the manuals by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) [23,24].

This article deals with this second group of methods, and particularly deals with the methods
defined by the IATA, which will be described in the next section. The aim of the research was to
implement a calculation tool to verify the level of service in the airport terminal for a study of the
airport development plan. This study was part of the study on the terminal capacity to give an airport
manager justification for expansion planning. The research started before COVID-19 to verify the level
of service at an airport terminal, therefore, the traffic before COVID-19 was considered.

2. The International Air Transport Association (IATA) Reference Manuals

The landside capacity is defined as the number of passengers that can be served in a defined
period and is strictly connected to the level of service of each functional component of the terminal.

The levels of service (LoS) can be defined as the ability of supply to meet demand [23] and
represent a guiding framework for planning new terminal structures or for monitoring the operational
service of existing structures.

Until the ninth edition of the manual [23], IATA defined six LoS (Table 1).
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Table 1. International Air Transport Association (IATA) level of service framework in the ninth edition
of the manual [23].

Level of Service Flow Passenger Comfort Delays

A—Excellent Free Excellent No delay
B—High Stable High Very few
C—Good Stable Good Acceptable

D—Adequate Unstable Adequate Acceptable for short periods
E—Inadequate Unstable Inadequate Unacceptable

F—Unacceptable Cross-flows, system breakdowns Unacceptable Unacceptable

For each level of service, IATA proposes minimum pro-capita surfaces for the main functional
components of the terminal and level of service C was recommended as the minimum design objective,
as it denotes good service at a reasonable cost.

Over the years, decision-makers have pushed their design teams to create terminals capable
of providing passengers with an “excellent” level of service. This led to the creation of oversized
structures, which remained substantially empty for most of their initial working life. Another problem
of the previous editions of the IATA manual concerned the waiting times of passengers for processing;
there was indeed no direct connection with the service levels and this caused the incorrect applicability
of the maximum waiting times assumed by the IATA itself [38].

The tenth edition of the IATA Airport Development Reference Manual [24] is based on a new
concept of LoS that aims to optimize expenses and increase the speed, quality, and efficiency of service.
It defines the service levels by analyzing both space and waiting time in the various subsystems,
and proposes the classification shown in Table 2.

Table 2. IATA LoS matrix of terminal functional subsystems [24].

LoS Parameters

SPACE

Over Design
Excessive or
Empty Space

Optimum
Sufficient Space to

Accommodate
Necessary

Function in a
Comfortable
Environment

Sub-Optimum
Crowded and

Uncomfortable

M
A

X
IM

U
M

W
A

IT
IN

G
TI

M
E

Over design
Over provision of

resources
over design optimum sub-optimum

Optimum
Acceptable processing

and waiting time
optimum optimum sub-optimum

Sub-optimum
Unacceptable

processing and waiting
time

sub-optimum sub-optimum under-provided
Reconfigure

Note: green, yellow, orange, and red boxes refer to optimum, sub-optimum, over design and under-provided level
of service, respectively.

The Over Design level identifies high service levels, with very limited waiting times for passengers
in the various control processes and the largest passenger surfaces. The Optimum level indicates an
adequate level of service and stable conditions in the various operating subsystems. It corresponds to
the “service level C” considered in the previous version of the Manual and is the new LoS concept
target. The Sub Optimum level is not desirable as it is associated with areas that are undersized with
respect to the flow of passengers to be served, or with waiting times higher than the acceptable values.
Finally, the Under Provided level indicates a condition where there are uncomfortable and crowded
spaces and unacceptable processing and waiting times. For each LoS, [24] lists the range of surface
areas and waiting times to adapt the terminal level of service to demand (Table 3).
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Table 3. Space and waiting times for each terminal subsystem and each LoS [24].

LoS Guidelines
Space (m2/pax)

Maximum Waiting Time
Economy Class (Minutes)

Maximum Waiting Time
Business/First Class/Fast Track (Minutes) Other Guidelines and Remarks

O
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r
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n

O
pt

im
um

Su
b

O
pt

im
um

O
ve

r
D

es
ig

n

O
pt

im
um

Su
b

O
pt

im
um

O
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r
D

es
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n

O
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im
um

Su
b

O
pt

im
um

O
ve

r
D

es
ig

n

O
pt

im
um

Su
b

O
pt

im
um

Public departure hall >2.3 2.0–2.3 <2.0 n/a n/a Optimum % of seated
occupants: 15–20

C
he

ck
-i

n

Self-service kiosks >1.8 1.3–1.8 <1.3 <1 1–2 >2 <1 1–2 >2

Traditional check-in desks >1.8 1.3–1.8 <1.3 <10 10–20 >20

Business class

<3 3–5 >5

First class

<1 1–3 >3

Bag drop desks >1.8 1.3–1.8 <1.3 <1 1–5 >5 <1 1–3 >3

Security control >1.2 1.0–1.2 <1.2 <5 5–10 >10 <1 1–3 >3 queue width 1.2 m

Passport control >1.2 1.0–1.2 <1.2 <5 5–10 >10 <1 1–3 >3 queue width 1.2 m

Gate holdroom
Seating >1.7 1.5–1.7 <1.5 n/a n/a Optimum % of seated occupants: 50–70

Standing >1.2 1.0–1.2 <1.0

Immigration control >1.2 1.0–1.2 <1.2 <5 5–10 >10 <1 1–5 >5 queue width 1.2 m

Ba
gg

ag
e

re
cl

ai
m Narrow body aircraft >1.7 1.5–1.7 <1.5 0 0/15 * >15

0 0/15 * >15
* The first value relates to “first passenger
to first bag”1̇ second value relates to “last

bag on belt”Wide body aircraft >1.7 1.5–1.7 <1.5 0 0/25 * >25

Custom Control >1.8 1.3–1.8 <1.3 <1 1–5 >5 <1 1–5 >5

Public arrival hall >2.3 2.0–2.3 <2.0 n/a n/a Optimum % of seated
occupants: 15–20
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This study presents a model for assessing the consistency and capacity of a terminal by analyzing
its individual subsystems. The model was developed in Microsoft Excel® according to [24,39].
The proposed calculation model is a useful tool for defining the surfaces and equipment necessary
to guarantee a standard level of service (i.e., optimum) to all the operating areas that make up the
passenger terminal.

3. Methods

The subsystems in Figure 1 were analyzed, as seen below in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Analyzed function subsystems.

The traffic demand to assess the LoS was evaluated by the typical peak hour passenger (TPHP),
which is defined as the peak hour passenger traffic volume of the average day in the peak month [38].
This value is associated with the 90th (or 95th) percentile of the busiest hour of the year. This means
that the infrastructure will meet 90% or 95% of the annual traffic with a predetermined level of
service month.

In order to estimate the surfaces and equipment of each subsystem, [24] provided for the passenger
peak in 30 min (of PHP); average time of passenger presence; percentage of escorts/receivers; processing
time; pro capite surface; queuing time; percentage of passengers with baggage; and average number
of passengers per flight. For each sub-system, the specific parameters, the theoretical formulas,
the analytical procedure to be followed to obtain the number of facilities, the maximum queuing time,
and the required areas were implemented in the Excel spreadsheet. All functional components (and the
spreadsheets) considered movements that, generally, showed that passenger flow takes place inside
the terminal.

3.1. Spreadsheet n.1—Departure Hall

All passengers and their companions are in the departure hall during the waiting period before
going to the check-in area or in the time that elapses between registration and presentation at security
checks, in the case that check-in has already been done online. Equation (1) gives the number of people,
PD, in the departure hall:

PD = ((DPHP× TP)/60) + ((DPHP×VRD × TV)/60) (1)

where DPHP is the departing peak hour passengers; TP is the average residence time for passengers;
TV is the average residence time for companions; and VRD is the number of visitors per passenger in
the departure hall.

The required area, A1, in the departure hall (in m2) is given by Equation (2):

A1 = (PD × SR× SPS) + (PD × (1− SR) × SPST) (2)
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where SR is the percentage of seats; SPS is the space per seating person (m2); and SPST is the space per
standing person (m2).

In the departure hall, the flow of departing passengers begins to separate: those who have to
check-in will go to the appropriate area and those who have already checked-in online and printed
their boarding pass will go to the security check.

3.2. Spreadsheet n.2—Check-In Facilities

Self-service stations, areas for traditional check-in (counters), and baggage drop facilities are
recommended in this area by IATA [24]. With this arrangement, the queues and waiting times can be
reduced and the use of spaces can be optimized.

3.2.1. Self-Service Facilities

The number of self-service kiosks (SS) can be calculated according to Equation (3):

SS =
DPHP× PK2_1× SSR× (PT_SS/60)

30 + MQT2_1
×C f (3)

where PK2_1 is the peak 30-min factor (% on DPHP) at the self service facilities; SSR is the ratio of
passengers using self-service; PT_SS is the process time for passenger at self-service (seconds); MQT2_1
is the maximum queuing time (minutes) at the self service facilities; and Cf is a correction factor
that depends on the variability in the distribution of passenger arrivals during the peak period and
the maximum waiting time for processing: the shorter the maximum waiting time, the greater the
variability of demand in the analysis of the 30 min period.

The maximum number of passengers waiting in queue (QMAX2_1) is given by Equation (4):

QMAX2_1 = Q f ×DPHP× PK2_1× SSR (4)

where Qf is a factor depending on MQT2_1.
Finally, the area A2_1 required for the self-service kiosks is given by Equation (5):

A2_1 = [(SS× SSa×AA) + (QMAX2_1× SP)] × (1 + CAF) (5)

where SSa is the area occupied by a single self-service kiosk; AA is the adjustment area for a single
self-service kiosk; SP is the space for person (m2/pax); and CAF is the circulation area factor (%).

3.2.2. Traditional Check-In

The number of service desks for economy, business, and first class passengers (CDY, CDJ, CDf,
respectively) are calculated according to Equations (6) to (8):

CDY =
(
DPHP× PK2_2×

(
1− PJ − P f

)
×CR× (PT_CDY/60)

)
/(30 + MQT2_2Y) (6)

CDJ =
(
DPHP× PK2_2× PJ ×CR×

(
PT_CDJ/60

))
/
(
30 + MQT2_2J

)
(7)

CD f =
(
DPHP× PK2_2× P f ×CR×

(
PT_CD f /60

))
/
(
30 + MQT2_2 f

)
(8)

where PK2_2 is the peak 30 min factor (% on DPHP) at the traditional check-in; PJ/f is the proportion of
business or first class passengers (% of DPHP); CR is the ratio of passengers using traditional check-in
facilities; PT_CDY/J/f is the process time for passengers at service desks for economy, business, and first
class passengers (in seconds); MQT2_2Y/J/f is the maximum queuing time for economy, business,
and first class passengers (in minutes) at the traditional check-in.
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Equation (9) gives the total number of service desks (CD):

CD = CDY ×C f + CD j ×C f + CD f ×C f (9)

Equations (10)–(12) give the maximum number of passengers waiting in queues at desks for each
passenger class, and Equation (13) gives the total number:

QMAXY = Q f × (DPHP× PK2_2) × (1− Pj− P f ) ×CR (10)

QMAXJ = Q f × (DPHP× PK2_2× Pj×CR) (11)

QMAX f = Q f × (DPHP× PK2_2× P f ×CR) (12)

QMAX2_2 = QMAXY + QMAXJ + QMAX f (13)

Finally, Equation (14) gives the space A2_2 required for the traditional check-in desks (in m2):

A2_2 = (CD×CDd×CDw) + (QMAX2_2× SP) (14)

3.2.3. Baggage Drop Facilities

Equations (15)–(17) provide the number of baggage drop positions for economy, business, and first
class passengers (BDY, BDJ, BDf, respectively):

BDY =
(
DPHP× PK2_3×

(
1− PJ − P f

)
× (1− BPR) × (PT_BDY/60)

)
/(30 + MQT2_3Y) (15)

BDJ =
(
DPHP× PK2_3× PJ × (1− BPR) ×

(
PT_BDJ/60

))
/
(
30 + MQT2_3J

)
(16)

BD f =
(
DPHP× PK2_3× P f × (1− BPR) ×

(
PT_BD f /60

))
/
(
30 + MQT2_3 f

)
(17)

where PK2_3 is the peak 30 min factor (% on DPHP) at the baggage drop facilities; BPR is the ratio
of passengers using traditional check-in and by-passing the bag drop facilities (%); PT_BDY/J/f is the
process time for passenger at baggage drop facilities for economy, business, and first class passengers (in
seconds); MQT2_3Y/J/f is the maximum queuing time for economy, business, and first class passengers
(in minutes) at the baggage drop facilities.

Equation (18) gives the total number of baggage drop positions (BD):

BD = BDY ×C f + BD j ×C f + BD f ×C f (18)

Equations (19) and (20) give the maximum numbers of passengers waiting in queue at baggage
drop for economy/business passenger (QMAX2_3Y and QMAX2_3J, respectively):

QMAX2_3Y = Q f ×DPHP× PK2_3×
(
1− PJ − P f

)
× (1− BPR) (19)

QMAX2_3J = Q f ×DPHP× PK2_3× (1− BPR) (20)

The area A2_3 required for the bag drop facility (in m2) is given by Equation (21):

A2_3 = (BD× BDd× BDw) +
((

QMAX2_3Y + QMAX2_3J
)
× SP

)
+ (BD× BDw×W2) (21)

where BDd is the depth of the baggage drop process area (in m) including a courtesy distance between
desks and queue; BDw is the width of one baggage drop position (in m), obtained from typical
dimensions; and W2 is the corridor width behind the check-in desks.
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3.3. Spreadsheet n.3—Passenger Security Screening

Once checked-in, passengers go to the security checks, where they arrive with a distribution
proportional to the time taken for the check-in, calculated in the previous subsystem. The throughput
30-min demand depends on departing passengers arriving from the traditional check-in system (CD),
departing passengers arriving by the baggage drop system (BD), and departing passengers who have
already checked in online or self-service (Equation (22)):

PK330MIN =
(
CD×

(
60/PT_CDY/J/ f

)
× 30
)
+
(
BD×

(
60/PT_BDY/J/ f

)
× 30
)

+(DPHP× PK3× (1− (CR + BR)))
(22)

where PK330MIN is the throughput 30-min demand arriving at the passenger security screening; PK3 is
the peak 30-min factor (% on DPHP) at the passenger security screening; and BR is the ratio of
passengers using baggage drop.

If there are many check-in desks, then the passenger flow is smooth and “quickly” arrives at
the security system, consequently many lanes will be required to meet the demand for processing.
In contrast, if there are few check-in desks, passengers remain “blocked”, so the capacity of the
subsystem is reduced and they arrive at the security checks in a “staggered” manner.

The number of security lanes at the security check (SEC) is (Equation (23)):

SEC =
(PK330MIN × (PTSEC/60))

30 + MQT3
×C f (23)

where PTSEC is the process (throughput) time for passenger at security (in seconds) and MQT3 is the
maximum queuing time (in minutes) at the baggage drop facilities passenger security screening.

Equation (24) gives the maximum number of passengers waiting in queues at the security
screening (QMAX3):

QMAX3 = Q f × PK330MIN (24)

The area A3 required for the security screening facility (in m2) is given by Equation (25):

A3 = (SEC× SECd × SECw) + (QMAX3× SP) + (SEC× SECw ×W3) (25)

where SECd is the depth of one security lane (in m); SECW is the width of one security lane (in m); SP is
the space for person (m2/pax); and W3 is the egress width behind lanes (in m).

Once security checks have been carried out, passengers enter the airport’s airside and, depending
on the type of flight they are boarding, they will go to their respective functional subsystems. The former
can go to the boarding lounge, which, depending on the configuration of the infrastructure, can be
located on the second floor of the terminal or in connected or remote piers, following the signs relating
to the designated gate. The latter will have to carry out a passport check.

3.4. Spreadsheet n.4—Passport Control Area

The fourth-functional subsystem analyzed in the model was the passport control area.
First, the throughput demand from the initial 30 min processing (PK430MIN) at the passport control
desks was calculated according to Equation (26):

PK430MIN = (CD× (60/PTCD) × 30) + (BD× (60/PTBD) × 30)
+(DPHP_X × PK4× (1− (CR + BR)))

(26)

where DPHP_X is the departing peak hour extra-Schengen passenger (pax/h); PK4 is the peak 30-min
factor (in % di DPHP_X); and CR is the ratio of passengers using traditional check-in facilities.
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The number of departure passport control desks PD is Equation (27):

PD =
PK430MIN × (PTPD/60)

30 + MQT4
× C f (27)

where PTPD is the process time for passenger at departure passport control (in seconds) and MQT4 is
the maximum queuing time at passport control desks (minutes).

The maximum number of passengers waiting in queues at passport control (QMAX4) is given by
Equation (28):

QMAX4 = Q f × PK430MIN (28)

The area A4 required for the passport control facility (in m2) is given by Equation (29):

A4 = (PD× PDd× PDw) + QMAX4× SP + (PD× PDw×W4) (29)

where SP is the space for person (m2/pax) and W4 is the corridor width behind desks of passport
control (in m).

3.5. Spreadsheet n.5—Boarding Gates

Figure 2 shows a scheme of a generic pier with two gate fronts. This scheme is very common in
European airports, where the lounge is generally divided in two parallel sides.
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(WB); Cw is the carousel width; SB is the side buffer to allow passenger movement around the reclaim 
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both sides. 

Figure 2. Scheme of a generic pier with two gate fronts.

Equation (30) gives the number of gates for Schengen (GS) or extra-Schengen (GX) passengers:

GS/X = (DPHPS/X/AVG LOAD) ×
(
Tturn(S/X)/60

)
×C f g (30)

where DPHPS/X is the departing peak hour Schengen/extra-Schengen passenger (pax/h); AVG LOAD is
the average aircraft load (pax/mov.); Tturn is the time turnaround (in minutes); and Cfg is a generic,
conservative correction factor that takes into account delays, inconveniences, etc.

Given the aircraft load factor (LF), Equations (31) and (32) give the area for seating passengers (AS)
and area for standing passengers (ASt), and the total area A5 for waiting rooms is given by Equation
(33):

AS(S/X) = G×AS× LFS/X × SR× (1 + SR f ) ×G f × SS (31)

ASt(S/X) = G×AS× LFS/X × (1− SR) × SSt (32)

A5 = (As + Ast) × (1 + X) (33)

where G is the number of gates; AS is the total number of seats offered by all aircraft
(Schengen/extra-Schengen); SRf is the seat ratio adjustment factor; Gf is the open gate lounge
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factor; S(S/ST) is the space for seated/standing person (m2/pax); and X is the additional space ratio to
account for boarding operation (% of global gate area).

Equation (34) gives the width of the pier on side 1 or side 2 (GLd1/2), which depends on the area of
side 1 or 2 of the pier (A1/2) and on the pier length (PL):

GLd1/2 = A1/2/PL (34)

The total width of the pier (PW) is given by the sum of the widths of the two sides of the pier and
the width (W5) of the circulation corridor including moving devices (in m) (Equation (35)):

PW = GLd1 + GLd2 + W5 (35)

The other subsystems in the terminal are dedicated to arrivals.

3.6. Spreadsheet n.6—Baggage Claim

Figure 3 shows a scheme of the baggage claim facilities with the following meaning of the
acronyms: CL(NB/WB) is the carousel frontage for passenger line up for narrow body (NB) or wide body
(WB); Cw is the carousel width; SB is the side buffer to allow passenger movement around the reclaim
belt on both sides; and EB is the end buffer to allow passenger movement around the reclaim belt on
both sides.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 21 
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Figure 3. Baggage claim facility, IATA model.

The evaluation of carousel frontage was calculated according to Equation (36):

CLNB/WB = PAX(NB/WB)(S/X) × SP6× PRS/X ×RRS/X (36)

where PAX(NB/WB) (S/X) is the number of NB/WB Schengen/extra-Schengen passengers in the design
aircraft; SP6 is the claim frontage for passenger (in m); PRS/X is the ratio of Schengen/extra-Schengen
passengers collecting bags (in %); and RRS/X is the recirculation rate Schengen/extra-Schengen (in %).

The number of baggage claim units is given by Equation (37):

BC(NB/WB)(S/X) =
(
APHP_S/X × PNB/WB ×OT(NB/WB)

)
/
(
60× PAX(NB/WB)(S/X)

)
(37)

where APHP_S/X is the terminating peak hour Schengen/extra-Schengen passengers (pax/h); PNB/WB is
the proportion of passengers arriving by NB/WB (in %); and OTNB/WB is the average claim device
occupancy time for NB/WB (in minutes).
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The areas of the carousel (AC) for the NB/WB aircraft and of the baggage claim
Schengen/extra-Schengen hall (A6) are Equations (38) and (39), respectively:

AC(NB/WB) = (Cw + SB) ×
((

CL(NB/WB)(S/X)/2
)
+ EB

)
(38)

A6S/X = (BCNB ×ACNB) + (BCWB ×ACWB) (39)

3.7. Spreadsheet n.7—Immigration Facility

After collecting their baggage, non-Schengen passengers go passport control, while Schengen
passengers can go directly to the arrival hall. In order to size the passport control room, the first step is
calculating the number of arrival passport control desks (PC) according to Equation (40):

PC =
APHP_X × PK7× (PT/60)

30 + MQT7
×C f (40)

where PK7 is the peak 30-min factor (in % of APHP_X); PT is the process time for passenger at arrival
passport control (in seconds); and MQT7 is the maximum queuing time at the immigration facilities
(in minutes).

The maximum number of passengers waiting in queues at the immigration facilities (QMAX7) is
given by Equation (41):

QMAX7 = Q f ×APHP_X × PK7 (41)

while the required area of the arrival passport control facility (A7) is obtained from Equation (42):

A7 = (PC× PCd× PCw) + (QMAX7 ∗ SP) + (PC× PCW ×W7) (42)

where W7 is the corridor width behind desks at the immigration facilities (meters).

3.8. Spreadsheet n.8—Custom Process

The check on goods imported from non-Schengen countries is carried out in the customs area,
which is generally located in the terminal area of the passenger arrival area, after the baggage delivery.
Equation (43) gives the number of primary inspection booths (PI):

PI =
APHP_X × PK8× (PTPI/60)

30 + MQTPI
×C f (43)

where PTPI is the process (throughput) time for passenger at primary inspection booth (seconds) PK8
is the peak 30-min factor (% on DPHP) at the custom process and MQTPI is the maximum queuing
time at primary inspection (minutes).

The maximum number of passengers waiting in queue at primary inspection (QMAXPI) is given
by Equation (44):

QMAXPI = Q f ×APHP_X × PK8 (44)

The area required for the primary inspection facility (API) results from Equation (45):

API = (PI × Pld× Plw) + (QMAXPI × SP) + (PI × Plw×W) (45)

where Pld is the depth of one primary inspection booth lane (in m) and Plw is the width of one primary
inspection booth lane (in m).

The number of X-ray units (XR) is calculated according to Equation (46):

XR = [(APHP_X × PK8× IR× (PTXR/60)) ÷ (30 + MQTXR)] ×C f (46)
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where IR is the Ratio of Passengers to be Inspected (in %) and MQTXR is the maximum queuing time at
the X-ray facility (minutes).

The maximum number of passengers in queue for X-ray (QMAXXR) is shown in Equation (47):

QMAXXR = Q f ×APHP_X × PK8× IR (47)

Finally, the area required for the X-ray facility (A8) results can be found from Equation (48)):

A8 = (XR×XRd×XRw) + (QMAXPI/XR × SP) + (XR×XRw×W8) (48)

where W8 is the corridor width before/behind desks at custom process (meters) and XRw is the width
of an X-ray control lane.

3.9. Spreadsheet n.9—Arrivals Hall

The last functional subsystem in the airport terminal building is the arrivals hall. Its required area
A9 is calculated according to Equation (49):

A9 = (PA × SR× SPS) + (PA × (1− SR) × SPST) (49)

where PA is the number of passengers in the arrivals hall according to Equation (50):

PA = ((APHP× TP)/60) + ((APHP×VRA × TV)/60) (50)

where APHP is the terminating peak hour passengers (pax/h); T(P/V) is the dwell time for
Passengers/Visitors (minutes); VRA is the number of visitors per passenger in the arrivals hall;
SR is the Seat Ratio (in %); and SP(S/ST) is the space for seated/standing person (m2/pax).

3.10. Case Study

The capacity of a European international airport terminal that before the COVID-19 pandemic
had monitored 20 million/year (AP) including Schengen and extra-Schengen passengers was assessed
with the described model. Its surveyed TPHP value was equal to 8000. The following passenger
share among subsystems in the terminal and type of passengers were monitored; all percentages refer
to TPHP:

• arrivals and departures components are 60% and 65% of the total passenger peak, respectively;
• arrival hourly peaks for Schengen and extra-Schengen flows are 50% and 40%, respectively; and
• departing hourly peaks for Schengen and extra-Schengen flows are 55% and 40% of the overall

peak, respectively.

Table 4 lists the fleet mix operating in the analyzed terminal.

Table 4. Fleet mix operating in the terminal.

Fleet Mix Code Letter Wing Span (m) Clearance (m) Seatings

Si
de

1

A318 C 34 4.5 132
A320 D 35.8 7.5 180

B737/300 C 33.4 4.5 149
B767/300 D 47.6 7.5 259

Si
de

2

B757/200 D 38.1 7.5 295
B767/200 D 47.6 7.5 290

A310 D 28.47 4.5 230
A340/200 E 60.3 7.5 300
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The boarding gates are located in a pier with two fronts, similar to that one shown in Figure 2.
NB aircrafts, mainly used for Schengen flights, are positioned on the stands of side 1, while WB aircrafts,
used for intercontinental connections, are positioned on those of side 2.

4. Results

For each subsystem in the terminal, the required areas and facilities were calculated with regard
to the suggested spaces and times provided by [23] to get the LoS “Optimum”. Tables 5–15 list the
input and output values.

Table 5. Input and output values for the departure hall.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Departing peak hour passenger (pax/h) DPHP = 5200

(1) People in the departure hall PD = 1733Average residence time for passenger (min) TP = 5

Average residence time for passenger (min) TV = 16

Number of visitors for passenger VRD = 1

Seat ratio (in %) SR = 20%
(2) Departure hall required area

(m2) A1 = 2461Space per seating person (m2) SPS = 2.3

Space per standing person (m2) SPST = 1.2

Table 6. Input and output values for check-in self-service facilities.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Departing peak hour passenger (pax/h) DPHP = 5200

(3) and (4)

Total number of self-service
kiosks

SS = 32Peak 30-min factor (% DPHP) PK2_1 = 82%

Ratio of Passengers Using Self-Service SSR = 10%

Process time for passenger at self-service (sec) PT_SS = 120 Maximum number of
passengers waiting in queue QMAX2_1 = 52Maximum queuing time (min) (Table 3) MQT2_1 = 3

Correction factors Cf = 1.2
Qf = 0.121

Area occupied by a single self-service kiosk (m2) SSa = 0.36

(5) Area required for the
self-service kiosks (m2) A2_1 = 152Adjustment area for a single self-service kiosk AA = 300%

Space for person (m2/pax) (Table 3) SP = 1.5

Circulation area factor (%) CAF = 35%

Table 7. Input and output values for traditional check-in.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Departing peak hour passenger (pax/h) DPHP = 5200

(6)–(13)

Approximate number of
service desks for

economy/business/first class
passengers

CDY = 52
CDJ = 10
CDf = 7

Peak 30-min factor (% of DPHP) PK2_2 = 50%

Proportion of business/first class passengers (% of DPHP)
PJ = 10%
Pf = 5%

Ratio of passengers using traditional check-in facilities CR = 50%

Process time for passenger at service desks for
economy/business/first class passengers (sec)

PT_CDY = 140
PT_CDJ = 150
PT_CDf = 150

total number of service desks CD = 70

Maximum queuing time for economy/business/first class
passengers (min)

MQT2_2Y = 20
MQT2_2J = 5
MQT2_2f = 3

Maximum number of
passengers waiting in queue at

desks
QMAX2_2 = 493

Depth of the check-in process area (m) CDd = 6,5

(14)
Area required for the service

desks facility (m2) A2_2 = 1601Width of one service desk (m) CDw = 2

Space for person (m2/pax) SP = 1.4
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Table 8. Input and output values for baggage drop facilities.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Departing peak hour passenger (pax/h) DPHP = 5200

(15)–(19)

Approximate number of baggage drop
positions for economy/business/first class

passenger
BDY = 21 BDJ = 4

Peak 30-min factor (% of DPHP) PK2_3 = 60%

Proportion of business/first class passengers
(% of DPHP)

PJ = 15%
Pf = 0%

Ratio of passengers using traditional check-in
and by-passing the bag drop facilities (in %) BPR = 85%

Process time for passenger at baggage drop
for economy/business/first class (sec)

PT_BDY = 110
PT_BDJ = 100 total number of baggage drop positions BD = 30

Maximum queuing time for
economy/business/first class passengers (min)

MQTY = 5
MQTJ = 3

Maximum number of passengers waiting in
queue at baggage drop QMAX2_3Y = 82

Depth of the baggage drop process area (m),
including a courtesy distance between desks

and queue
BDd = 6.5

(21) Area required for the baggage drop facility (m2) A2_3 = 538
Width of one baggage drop position (m),

obtained from typical dimensions BDw = 2

Space per person (m2/pax) (Table 3) SP = 1.3

Table 9. Input and output values for passenger security screening.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Number of service desks open CD = 70

(22)
Throughput 30-min demand arriving

at the passenger security screening PK330MIN = 2574

Process time for service at desks (sec) PTCD = 140

Number of baggage drop positions open BD = 30

Process time at baggage drop (in seconds) PTBD = 110

Departing peak hour passenger (pax/h) DPHP = 5200

Peak 30-min factor (in % di DPHP) PK4 = 65%

Ratio of passengers using traditional check-in facilities CR = 50%

Ratio of passengers using baggage drop BR = 15%

Process time for passenger at security screening (sec) PTSEC = 22

(23) Total number of security lanes SEC = 26Maximum queuing time (min) MQT3 = 10

Correction factor Cf = 1.1

Correction factor Qf = 1.1

(24) and (25)

Maximum number of passengers
waiting in queue QMAX3 = 744Depth of one security lane (m) SECd = 14

Width of one security lane (m) SECW = 3

Space for person (m2/pax) (Table 3) SP = 1 Area required for the security
screening facility (m2) A3 = 2109Egress width behind lanes (in m) W3 = 3.5

Table 10. Input and output values for passport control.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Number of processing desks open CD = 70

(26)
Throughput 30-min demand from

initial processing PK430MIN = 1865

Process time for service at desks (seconds) PTCD = 140

Number of baggage drop positions open BD = 30

Process time at baggage drop (seconds) PTBD = 110

Departing peak hour extra-Schengen passenger (pax/h) DPHPX = 2080

Peak 30-min factor (in % di DPHP_X) PK4 = 65%

Ratio of passengers using traditional check-in facilities CR = 50%

Ratio of passengers using baggage drop facilities BR = 15%

Process time for passenger at departure passport control
(in seconds) PTPD = 60

(27) and (28)

Total number of departure control
desks PD = 50

Maximum queuing time (min) (Table 3) MQT4 = 10
Maximum number of passengers

waiting in queue QMAX4 = 539
Correction factors Cf = 1.1

Qf = 0.289

Depth of one departure control desk (m) PDd = 3

(29)
Area required for the departure

passport control facility (m2) A4 = 1254
Width of one departure control desk (m) PDW = 2.2

Space for Person (m2/pax) (Table 3) SP = 1

Corridor width behind desks (m) W = 3.5
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Table 11. Input and output values for boarding gates.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Departing peak hour Schengen passenger (pax/h) DPHPS = 2860

(30)

Number of gates
Schengen GS = 3

Time turnaround Schengen (min) TturnS = 50

Departing peak hour extra-Schengen passenger (pax/h) DPHPX = 2080 Number of gates extra
Schengen GX = 5

Time turnaround extra-Schengen (min) TturnX = 90

Aircraft load factor LFX = 70%
LFS = 85%

(26) and (27)
Area for seating

passengers area for
standing passengers

AS_S = 2.686 AS_X = 3.686
Ast_S = 930, Ast_X = 1.276

Seat ratio (Table 3) SR = 70%

Seat ratio adjustment factor SRf = 10%

Open Gate Lounge Factor Gf = 90%

Space for seated/standing person (m2/pax) (Table 3)
SS = 1.5

SST = 1.0

Additional space ratio to account for boarding operation,
% of global gate area X = 15% (33) Total Area A5S = 4.159 A5X = 5.707

Pier length (m) PL = 170 (34)
Gate lounge depth of

side 1 and 2 of the pier
(in m)

GLd1 = 25.00
GLd2 = 34.00

Width of the circulation corridor including moving
devices (m) W = 10 (35) Pier Width (m) Pw = 69

Table 12. Input and output values for baggage claim.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Number of passengers in the design aircraft (Narrow
Body/Wide Body—Schengen)

PAXNB-S = 180
PAXWB-S = 290

(36)
Carousel frontage for
passenger line up (m) CLWB = 107 CLNB = 75

Number of passengers in the design aircraft (Narrow
Body/Wide Body-extra-Schengen)

PAXNB-X = 230
PAXWB-X = 300

Claim frontage for passenger (m) (Table 3) SP6 = 0.85

Ratio of passengers collecting bags (in %) PRX = 90%
PRS = 50%

Recirculation Rate (in %) RRX = 25%
RRS = 40%

Terminating Peak Hour Schengen/extra-Schengen
Passengers (pax/h)

APHP_X = 1920
APHP_S = 2400

(37)

Number of Narrow
Body/Wide Body

baggage claim units
Schengen/extra-Schengen

BC(WB,NB)S = 3 BC(WB,NB)X = 3

Proportion of passengers arriving by Narrow Body/Wide
Body aircraft, Schengen (in %)

PNB-S=70%
PWB-S=30%

Proportion of passengers arriving by Narrow Body/Wide
Body aircraft, extra-Schengen (in %)

PNB-X = 30%
PWB-X = 70%

Average claim device occupancy time for Narrow
Body/Wide Body (minutes) (Table 3)

OTNB = 10
OTWB = 20

Carousel width (m) Cw = 6

(38) and (39)

Carousel area for
narrow body/wide
body aircraft (m2)

ACWB = 806.7 ACNB = 630.2Side buffer to allow passenger movement around the
reclaim belt for both sides SB = 5

End buffer to allow passenger movement around the
reclaim belt for both sides (m) EB = 10 Baggage claim hall

area (m2)
A6S = 938

A6X = 1204

Table 13. Input and output values for the immigration facility.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Terminating peak hour extra-Schengen passengers (pax/h) APHP_X = 1920

(40) and (41)

Approximate number of
arrival passport control desks PCi = 34

Peak 30-min factor (in % of APHPX) PK7 = 70% Total number of arrival
passport control desks PC = 36

Process time for passenger at arrival passport control (sec) PT = 60

Maximum queuing time (min) (Table 3) MQT7 = 10 Maximum number of
passengers waiting in queue QMAX7 = 389

Correction factor Cf = 1.1

Depth of one arrival passport control booth (m) PCd = 3

(38)
Area required for the arrival

passport control facility (in m2) A7 = 904
Width of one arrival passport control booth (m) PCw = 2.2

Space for person (m2/pax) (Table 3) SP = 1

Corridor width behind desks (m) W7 = 3.5
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Table 14. Input and output values for the customs process.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Terminating peak hour extra-Schengen
passengers (pax/h) APHP_X = 1920

(43) and (44)

Number of primary inspection
booths (single units) PI = 7

Peak 30-min factor (% of APHP_X) PK8 = 60%

Process (throughput) Time for Passenger at
Primary Inspection Booth (seconds) PTPI = 10

Maximum number of
passengers waiting in queue QMAXPI = 211Maximum queuing time at primary inspection

booth (min) (Table 3) MQTPI = 5

Correction factor Cf = 1.15
Qf = 0.121

Depth of one primary inspection booth lane (m) Pld = 3 (45) Area required for the primary
inspection facility (m2) API = 367

Width of one primary inspection booth lane (m) Plw = 2.2

Process (throughput) Time for Passenger at X-ray
Facility (seconds) PTXR = 20

(46) and (47)

Number of X-ray units XR = 2

Maximum queuing time at X-ray facility
(minutes) (Table 3) MQTXR = 3 Maximum number of

passengers waiting in queue QMAXXR = 14

Ratio of passengers to be inspected (%) IR = 10%

Depth of one X-ray lane (m) XRd = 4

(48)
Area required for the X-ray

facility (m2) A8 = 60
Width of One X-ray Lane (m). Includes X-ray

Equipment, Circulation and Operator Position XRw = 3

Space for person (m2/pax) (Table 3) SP = 1.3

Corridor Width Before/Behind Desks (m) W8 = 3

Table 15. Input and output values for the arrivals hall.

Input Values Equation Output Values

Terminating peak hour passengers (pax/h) APHP = 4.800

(46) Passengers in arrivals hall P = 1600Dwell time for passengers/visitors (min) (Table 3) TP = 5
TV = 15

Ratio of visitors for arrivals passenger VRA = 1

Seat ratio (in %) SR = 20%
(45) Arrivals hall area (m2) A9 = 2272

Space for seated/standing person (m2/pax) (Table 3)
SPS = 2.3

SPST = 1.2

5. Discussion

According to the results listed in Tables 5–15, Table 16 compares the available and needed spaces
to obtain the LoS.

The results in Table 16 highlight that most of the existent subsystems satisfy the ordinary traffic
demand: the observed over-designed spaces play a crucial role during the current COVID-19 emergency.
Indeed, the new rules [15,16] with regard to social distancing in queues require a reconfiguration of
queuing areas to keep lateral distance and reduce waiting time.

The only operational areas in which there are possible delays in the level of service, compared
to the standards defined by [19], concern the areas dedicated to passenger security screening and
passport control on departure area and immigration facilities in the arrival area.

As said in the introduction, this model was studied with the aim of evaluating the terminal
capacity to give the manager justification for expansion planning. This method is very economical and
time saving, and it is a useful tool for identifying preliminary strategies for the future development
of the airport terminal. Based on the obtained results, the manager can prepare detailed plans of the
areas to be modified or expanded. In this case study, for example, the passenger security screening
and passport control in the departure area and immigration facilities in the arrival area need detailed
projects that can be supported by more sophisticated method such as the simulation model [25–35].

With the pandemic, the development plan was suspended, but the airport manager was able to
ascertain that the spaces for the movement of passengers were more than sufficient even when the
traffic reaches pre-COVID-19 levels.
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Table 16. LoS of the analyzed subsystems.

Spreadsheet Subsystem Need Availability LoS

1 Departure hall space 2461 m2 14,120 m2 Over design

2 Check-in
space 2291 m2 5410 m2

desks 102 221
Over design

3 Passenger security screening space 2109 m2 400

security lines 26 14
Under

provided

4 Passport control space 1254 m2 90 m2

desks 50 8
Under

provided

5
Schengen boarding gates space 4159 m2 9045 m2

gates 3 34
Over design

Extra-Schengen boarding gates space 5707 m2 10,305 m2

gates 5 30
Over design

6
Schengen baggage claim space 938 m2 2885 m2

belts 3 5
Over design

Extra-Schengen baggage claim space 1204 m2 2885 m2

belts 3 5
Over design

7 Immigration facility space 904 m2 610 m2

positions 36 10
Under

provided

8
Primary inspection facility space 367 m2 390 m2

positions 7 7
Optimum

X-ray facility space 60 m2 65 m2

positions 2 2
Optimum

9 Arrivals hall space 2272 m2 11,155 m2 Over design

Note: The colors of LoS cells in Table 16 comply with those of Table 2.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a model of evaluating airport terminal capacity was developed in Microsoft Excel®

based on the IATA recommendations contained in the Airport Development Reference Manual,
tenth edition. The calculation tool provides a measure of the areas and the number of facilities for each
functional subsystem of an airport terminal for a given volume of traffic. The process involves the
correlation among the different equations present on the same spreadsheet and/or in different sheets
to simulate what happens between functional subsystems. The model is a useful tool to design new
structures, evaluate the level of the service currently offered, and to plan interventions based on the
estimates of future traffic. The correct definition of strategies for managing traffic demand with an
adequate level of service also has a favorable impact on the protection of the health of passengers
and airport workers. This is even more true during health crises such as the current one regarding
COVID-19. A case study was developed with the implemented method: a European international
airport terminal with 20 million/year including Schengen and extra-Schengen passengers was studied
and the areas needed for the subsystems composing the terminal were assessed. The analyzed
subsystems were departure hall, check-in, passenger security screening, passport control, boarding
gates, baggage claim, immigration facility, inspection facility, and arrivals hall.

The level of service was too low only in the systems of passenger security screening and passport
control in the departure area and immigration facilities at the arrival area. The inspection facilities had
an optimum level of service while the other analyzed subsystems (departure hall, check-in, boarding
gates, baggage claim, and arrivals hall) were over-designed.

On the basis of results derived from the illustrated method, the manager can prepare detailed
plans of the areas to be modified or expanded. In this case study, for example, the passenger security
screening and passport control in the departure area and immigration facilities at the arrival are,
need detailed projects that can be supported by more sophisticated method such as the simulation
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model. This means that the spaces for queues and holding are sufficient to easily face the new rules of
passengers socially distancing in queues and holding areas to face the COVID-19-emergency.
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